
mberline

Millions of families have found  
shelter and peace of mind under  
a Timberline® roof.





Providing a home means making a promise — of 
shelter, security, and stability. It says to the people 
who count on you, “You’re going to be safe, dry and 
warm under this roof.”

Choosing a genuine Timberline® roof is a great  
way to help keep that promise. 

It’s never just 
a roof. It’s a 
promise, kept.



It’s a system, 
built to 
protect
A roof is so much more than shingles.  
It’s layers of protection, working  
together to keep your home safe  
from wind, rain, snow and even sun.

Peek under the shingles at  
gaf.com/system 2

Install any GAF Lifetime* Shingle 
and any 3 qualifying GAF 
accessories and get a Lifetime* 
Limited Warranty on your 
qualifying GAF products plus  

non-prorated coverage for the 
first 10 years. For even stronger 
coverage, ask your GAF factory 
certified contractor† about 
enhanced GAF warranties.

† Contractors are independent and are not employees or agents of GAF. See applicable warranty for eligibility requirements, 
coverage, and restrictions.

* Lifetime refers to the length of warranty coverage provided and means as long as the original individual owner(s) of a 
single-family detached residence [or eligible second owner(s)] owns the property where the qualifying GAF products are 
installed. For other owners/structures, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime coverage on shingles requires the use of 
GAF Lifetime shingles only. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Lifetime 
coverage on shingles and accessories requires the use of any GAF Lifetime Shingle and any 3 qualifying GAF accessories. 
See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying products.
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1.  Leak Barrier
2.  Roof Deck Protection
3.  Starter Strip Shingles
4.  Lifetime* Shingles
5.  Cobra® Attic Ventilation
6.  Ridge Cap Shingles

Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying products.

The GAF Lifetime* Roofing System
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Literally. When GAF introduced Timberline® shingles more 
than 50 years ago, we created a whole new category of 
roofing. Known as “laminated” or “architectural” shingles, 
Timberline® set a new standard for innovation and style.  
Today, a Timberline® roof protects 1 in 4 U.S. families, and  
it is the #1-selling shingle brand in North America.

It’s the first 
name in 
architectural
shingles

Find the Timberline® shingle color that suits  

your home and lifestyle at gaf.com/VHR



Whether you live in the Sunbelt, storm-prone  
mountain foothills or a moist region plagued by  
blue-green algae, there’s a Timberline® Shingle  
built to help protect your home. From our Cool  
Series® Shingles that reflect the sun’s UV rays, to 
ArmorShield™ II shingles that pass the UL 2218  
Class 4 Impact-Resistance Test, to Timberline UHD®  
shingles with time-release algae protection, we  
have a Timberline® Shingle designed for you.

It’s protection 
from sun, 
weather, 
algae, or all  
of the above 

See for yourself how Timberline® Shingles endure  

wind, water and even fire at gaf.com/APS
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We can’t do anything about barking dogs  
or car alarms, but we can help you rest a little  
easier knowing your new roof comes with  
a warranty backed by GAF, North America’s  
largest roofing manufacturer. 

Compare warranty choices at gaf.com/warranty 

It’s a good 
night’s sleep

Every GAF Timberline® Shingle comes with a  

GAF transferable Lifetime limited warranty,* plus  

the backing of the Good Housekeeping Seal.  

*See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. The word “Lifetime” refers to the 
length of coverage provided by the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty and means as long as the original individual 
owner(s) of a single-family detached residence [or the second owner(s) in certain circumstances] owns the property where 
the shingles and accessories are installed. For owners/structures not meeting the above criteria, Lifetime coverage is not 
applicable. Lifetime Limited warranty on accessories requires the use of at least three qualifying GAF accessories and the 
use of Lifetime Shingles. See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS 
for qualifying products.



It’s engineered 
to endure
A GAF roof is built tough. Proprietary GAF Dura Grip™ 
Adhesive seals each shingle tightly and reduces 
the risk of shingle blow-off. In fact, GAF Advanced 
Protection® Shingles are warranted to withstand 
winds up to 130 mph.1 And now, Timberline® Shingles 
with LayerLock™ Technology may qualify for the 
WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty — the  
industry’s first wind warranty with no maximum  
wind speed limitation when installed with the  
required combination of accessories.2 

And Timberline® Shingles have earned the highest 
roofing fire rating — UL Class A, Listed to ANSI/UL 790. 

1 This wind speed coverage requires special installation and use of GAF starter strip shingles; see GAF Shingle & Accessory  
Limited Warranty for details.

2 15-year WindProven™ limited wind warranty on Timberline® Shingles with LayerLock™ Technology requires the use of GAF starter 
strips, roof deck protection, ridge cap shingles, and leak barrier or Cobra® attic ventilation. See GAF Roofing System Limited 
Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying GAF products.

Watch GAF Timberline® Shingles stand  

up to wind, water, and fire at gaf.com/APS







GAF Advanced Protection® Shingle Technology reduces 
unnecessary waste of natural resources by using less 
asphalt and limestone than conventional shingles. 
Advanced Protection® Shingles are also weight-optimized 
to minimize fuel use, and result in less landfill waste when 
the shingles are eventually replaced. And finally, GAF 
supports shingle recycling programs that turn old roofs 
into new roads. 

Learn more about the GAF sustainability commitment  
at gaf.com/about

It’s making  
a difference
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